Keep Writing
The latest edition of the Keep Writing English
writing skills course, trusted by educators in the
Middle East for over 20 years, is now available.

Writing is traditionally one
of the harder English
language skills to master.
Keep Writing provides a
methodical and culturally
appropriate resource that
keeps learners engaged
and motivated as they
make progress in their
English writing.

This two-level series has been
designed especially for
beginner and intermediate
level learners by Richard
Harrison, who has many years
of experience teaching in the
Middle East. The fully revised
and updated second edition
builds on the enormous
popularity of the first edition
with several exciting new
features:
l N
 EW contemporary topics

and regional content
l N
 EW full-colour illustrations

and photographs
l N
 EW review section at the

end of each unit

Keep Writing provides step-by-step guidance for
learners as they come to understand basic
conventions of English paragraph writing,
including sentence structure, spelling,
punctuation, verb formation and capitalisation.
The features which made the first edition of
Keep Writing so successful have been retained in
the new edition:
l A
 teacher guide at the back of the book

contains guidance, timings and an answer key.
l R
 eal-life, relevant examples and situations are

included throughout.
l C
 ontinuous guided practice provided through

a variety of pedagogically sound and
motivating exercises.
l C
 lear and concise language coverage that

helps students apply grammar accurately in
their writing.
l C
 omprehensive vocabulary presentation and

“

practice that ensures mastery of key words.

Keep Writing is a wonderful writing course for low-level Arabic
learners of English. It engages and motivates students and builds on
what has already been taught. What I love about this series is that the
content is specific to the Middle East and is culturally appropriate.
I have used it with students in Omani government and private
schools and was very pleased with the outcomes.

”

Michele Ni Thoghdha, Ministry of Education, Sultanate of Oman

We want you to make the most out of this resource, so visit the Arab World
website to access a collection of resources including author bios, sample
chapters and more www.pearsonmiddleeastawe.com/keepwriting

